ABENDSCHON Family Group Sheets
ACKLEY (see McNERNEY)
AGLE (see CRABILL, David)
ALBIN’s of Virginia
ALLEN (see TRENT Bk 6)
ANDERSON (see STEVENSON & ANDERSON)
ANDERSON Ancestral Charts
ANDERSON/BREARLEY Genealogy
ATHY (ATHY), John Family
AUKEMA(N) Family Newsletter
AUSTIN (see KEYSER)
AYARS Heirs Newsletters

BAKER (see HUGHEL; MILLER)
BAKER/Miller/Morgan/Shellabarger/Dickinson/Foresman/Lupfer: A Family Record
BALDWIN, Thomas and Eva
BALL MOXLEY, Lucina: Recollections of Lucina: The Best Years
BALLEW Family Journal
BALZER (see SINGER)
BALZER/Schatzel/Schaefer/Hoss Family
BANCKHARD (see KISLING Bk 31)
BAR (see KISLING Bk 31)
BARRETT, Edwin Lawrence: Book of My Grandfather
BARRON: The Quest for Peace
BASYE-BASEY: From Paris to Springfield
BATES (see BARRON)
BAUERLINE (see KISLING Bk 31)
BAUMGARDNER Family
BEASON Family Genealogy
BEAUMONT (see BARRON)
BEAVER/BLOSSER/COMER/DOVEL (Bk 47)
BECKLEY, Richard
BEDWELL Family
BEGAT, Daniel
BENJAMIN Family
BERKELEYS of Barn Elms
BINS (see KNISLEY Bk 33)
BISHOP and LAKE Families
BLACK (see BARRON)
BLACKBURN, Elizabeth (see WILSON, William)
BLEWETT (see MAXIM)
BLOSSER (see BEAVER)
BLUMENSCHNEINS of Springfield, Ohio
BOBENMYER (see SCHULER)
BOYDS: A Family History
BOYER, Carl: Ancestral Lines
BOYER, Carl: Ancestral Lines Revised
BRAML (see KNISLEY Bk 33)
BRAMLEY (see KISLING Bk 31; KNISLEY Bk 33; LAMB)
BRANCH (see TRENT Bk 6)
BRANDLE (see BUMCROTTS)
BRANSTETTER, Daniel: A Family on the Move
BROADWAY (see TRENT Bk 6)
BROOKS (see LOCKE)
BROUGHTON (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
BROWN (see GAINES)
BROWN, Samuel (see WILSON Family)
BROWN/KISER/HARSHMAN Family (Bk 21)
BRYAN, Sir Francis
BUELL, John Hutchinson
BULLA Family
BUMCROTTS (see KISER; KNISLEY Bk 33; BUMCROTTS)
BUMCROTTS/MORRIS/BRANDLE Families (Bk 38)
BURKHARDT Family
BURMEISTER Family Heritage Book
BURMEISTERS: Who’s Who of America’s
BUTTERBAUGH (see PUTERBAUGH)
BYRELY (see GAINES)

CAISSY (see ROGER)
CALLISON, Bessie (see THOMAS, Sylvester)
CAMPBELL (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
CANBY, Henry Seidel
CAREY, Charles Family History
CARPENTER (see MILLER)
CARTMEL(L) Family Quarterly
CHAMPNEY, Elder Richard
CLINE (see KISER)
COERTEN Family
COMER (see BEAVER)
Conejo Valley Genealogical Society
CONK (see BARRON)
CONOVER (see VANKOUWENHOVEN)
COON-GOHN Descendants
COOPER (see BARRON)
CORNOG (see BARRON)
CORY and WARD Families
CORY and Allied Families
COSLER (see HUFFMAN)
COX (see TRENT Bk 6)
CRABILL, David Genealogical Notes
CRABILL, David/RHODES, Michael/HINKLE/AGLE/STEINBERGER Families
CRABILL Family Heritage Book
CRAWFORD (see CURREN; TUCKER Bk 40)
CRAWFORD Families
CRAWFORD, Col. William
CRITZ (see BARRON)
CROFT-KRAFT (see BARRON)
CULTICE Family Tree
CUMMINS Family History
CURREN, Michael and CRAWFORD, Sarah

DAILEY Family
DALLAS/LOURENS/ROGERS Family Vols 1,2,3,4, Index
DAUBER/DEIBERT/DIBERT Family
DAVIES (see BARRON)
DAVIS (see DAILEY)
DAVY (see KISER)
DAWLEY (see FELLOWS)
DEGARMO and MARSHALL Families
deGRAFFENRICH (see MAXIM)
DEIBERT (see DAUBER)
DELAPLAINE (see BARRON)
DEMENT Families Newsletters
DeSTEIGER
DIBERT (see DAUBER)
DICKINSON (see BAKER: A Family Record)
DINGLEDINE (see DAILEY)
DODSON, William Lucket
DOLBEER Family Record
DORSEY Dreams Newsletter
DOVEL (see BEAVER)
DRAKE Family History
DUBREE (see BARRON)
DUDLEY, Richard and JORDAN, Elizabeth
DUFFY (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
DUFFY, Jim PAF Ancestry Files Book I, II
DULANY/FURLONG and Kindred Families
DYSERT (see HUFFMAN, Daniel)

EBERSOLE (see HUFFMAN)
ENGLE, Melchor Family History
ESPÉR (see HUNTER)
EVANS/MORRIS/THOROMAN (Bk 39)
EVILSIZER, Ivan Palmer: Evil in the Barn

FELLOWS, Alfred and Catherine
FELSHAW (see BARRON)
FISHER Facts
FLATH Genealogy (Family)
FLAUTT Family
FLOREA/FUDGE/GREATHOUSE/HOWLAND (Bk 4)
FORD (see DAILEY)
FORD, Dr. John Perley: the Life and Times
FORESMAN (see BAKER: A Family Record)
FORGY, FORGEY and FORGIE Family History
FRANCIS (see DAILEY)
FRANKLIN, Asahel
FRANTZ
FRANTZ Family and Relatives
FRANTZ Family
FRIERMOOD (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts; HUFFMAN)
FUDGE (see FLOREA)
FULLERS of Clark County
FUNDERBURGH, Jacob and Eve BOONE Descendants
FURLONG (see DULANY)

GAINES, Catherine (Bk 35)
GARBER (see HUFFMAN)
GARLINGHOUSE Families
GAULT (see GAINES)
GAY (see VANDEVENTER)
GEARHART Family Newsletters
GEARHART, John (see DAILEY)
GEARHART Ancestor Charts
GEARHARTS Who’s Who in America
GENTIS, Daniel and his Descendants
GLESSNER (see MAXIM)
GOASLIND (see Barron)
GOEWEY Family
GOUGH (see LAMB)
GRAHAM, William and Dinah Ann WILSON
GREATHOUSE (see FLOREA; TUCKER Bk 40)
GREER, David
GRIFFITH (see BARRON)
GRISSO Family
GROFF (see GROVE)
GROVE, Marcus/GROFF Family (Bk 43)
GROVES (see VANDEVENTER)

HACHENBERG Family
HAINES, Richard and his Descendants
HAINES, Richard and his Descendants (Vol 2)
HALIBURTON (see MAXIM)
HALL (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
HALL, Edward Heritage
HAMILTON (see MAXIM)
HAMRICK and Other Families
HARLAN Family
HARNSBERGER (see GAINES)
HARNSBERGER
HARRISON (see MAXIM)
HARSHBARGER (Bk 36)
HARSHMAN (see BROWN; KISER)
HATFIELD/KITCHEN/NOEL
HAUCK Family Tree
HAUER/HOFFELBAUER Family
HAYNER Family Newsletters March 1969-Sept 1989
HAYNER Family Newsletters Jan 1990 thru
HEARE (see WILSON Family)
HEILMAN Family
HENCKLE, Anthony Jacob Family
HERSHBERGER Family (Bk 36)
HICKS, Jim and Goldie Family
HINKLE (see CRABILL, David)
HOCKMAN, Samuel R. Family
HOFFELBAUER (see HAUER)
HOLLINGER, Catherine (see THUMA)
HOLTZAPPLE (see DAILEY)
HOPPES and Related Families
HOSS (see BALZER)
HOSTERMAN (see Anderson Ancestral Charts)
HOUTZ Family
HOWLAND (see FLOREA)
HUBRICH (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
HUFFMAN, Daniel
HUFFMAN/FRIERMOOD/MYERS/COSLER/MINNICH/
   GARBER/EBERSOLE/KELLER
HUGHEL, Richard and Jane Family
HULL Family History
HUNTER/ESPER and Related Families
HUTCHINS (see TRENT Bk 6)

IAMS/IMES Family History
INSKEEP (see TUCKER Bk 40; WOMACKS/INSKEEP)
INSKEEP Family Genealogy (Bk 57)

JACOBS (see DAILEY; TUCKER Bk 40)
JACAWAY (see BARRON)
JAEGGER (see KISLING Bk 31)
JARBOE Family
JENNESS (see MAXIM)
JONES (see BARRON)
JONES’ of Clark Co. Ohio
JORDON (see DUDLEY)

KAUFMAN/KAUFFMAN
KAUFFMAN/COFFMAN (Bk 5)
KAYSER (see KISER)
KEISER (see NEFF)
KEISER, Velton and Descendants (Bk 14)
KELLER (see HUFFMAN)
KELLY (see KAUFFMAN)
KELLY Family
KENDIG, Daniel
KENTON (see DAILEY)
KENTON, Simon Genealogy
KERSHNER (see WOLFE)
KESLING Bk 8 (see NULL)
KEYSER/AUSTIN/MAUZY/KISLING (Bk 23)
KIBLER (see KAUFFMAN)
KIBLINGER Family Newsletters
KIEBLING Family Book 1 (Bk 48)
KIEBLING Family Book 2 (Bk 49)
KILLEN, Robert William Family
KINCAID and DUNKEL Ancestor Charts
KINDELE (see WOLFE)
KISER/BUMCROTS (Bk 32)
KISER (see BROWN; KNISLEY Bk 33; LAMB)
KISER, Catherine (see SPOTTS)
KISER, Charles (Bk 17)
KISER, Daniel/KOINER, Mary Ann (Bk 15)
KISER, Edward William/BUMCROTS, Mary Ellen/KNISLEY, Dora (Bk 28)
KISER, Eve and PIRKEY, Henry (Bk 10)
KISER Family Letters (Bk 26)
KISER Index (Bk 24)
KISER, Jacob and KISLING, Elizabeth (Bk 52)
KISER, John and Mary CLINE; KISER, Jacob and Catherine HARSHMAN
KISER, John Rev.: War Soldiers (Bk 18)
KISER/KAYSER Marriages (Bk 11)
KISER, Mary (Bk 16)
KISER, Michael History (Bk 56)
KISER, Michael/KISLING, Christoph/WISE, John (Bk 29)
KISER, Phillip/KITE, Elizabeth (Bk 12)
KISER Records (Bk 25)
KISER, Valentine (Bk 19)
KISER, Velton Family (Bk 13)
KISLING (see KEYSER; KIEBLING; KISER; KNISLEY Bk 33)
KISLING Family (Bk 51)
KISLING/LINGEL/WISE (Bk 31)
KITCHEN (see HATFIELD)
KITE (see KISER)
KITE, Martin (see SPOTTS)
KITE Family of Page Co. VA (Bk 55)
KITE, John Wendle Family (Bk 54)
KNISLEY, Henry
KNIGHT and LOMAX Allied Families (Pt 1)
KNISLEY (see KISER; KISLING Bk 31; LAMB)
KNISLEY, Anthony Sr. (Bk 34)
KNISLEY Parts 1, 2 (Bk 34)
KNISLEY Family
KNISLEY/KISER/WISE (Bk 33)
KOINER (see KAUFFMAN; KISER)
KROHN (see MANN)
KUNS/KUEHNS (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
KUSS Family Tree

LAIN (see LAYNE)
LAKE (see BISHOP)
LAMB (see KNISLEY Bk 33)
LAMB/BUMCROT/KNISLEY/KISER (Bk 30)
LAMBERT (see DAILEY)
LAMONTS, Thomas
LANDES, John Family
LANE (see LAYNE)
LATIMER: Book of Memories
LATIMER Chronicles
LATIMER, John (see WILSON Family)
LATIMER, Samuel (see WILSON Family)
LATIMER surnames contained in the Death Master File
LATIMER, Virgil
LATIMER (see WILSON Family)
LATIMERS in America
LATTIMORE and McRITCHIE Families
LAWRENCE and LITTLETLE Family Histories
LAYNE-LAIN-LANE Genealogy
LEE (see MAXIM)
LEEDY (see GAINES)
LEFFEL (see ABENDSCHON)
LEFFEL (see BARRON)
LINGLE (see KISER; KISLING; LAMB)
LINGLE Family (Bk 46)
LITTLETLE (see LAWRENCE)
LITTLETON (see REINWALD)
LOCKE, Jonah and Sarah Jane (BROOKS)
LOFTIS, John Joseph and WOLFE, Laura May Ancestors and Descendants
LONGO, Michael and Charlotte
LOURENS (see DALLAS)
LUDLOW Family History
LUPFER (see BAKER: A Family Record)

MACBETH (see MAXIM)
MACGILLYCUDDY
MACK (see MILLER)
MACKLIN (see MECHLIN)
MANN, Colonel John
MANN, David (see DAILEY)
MANN, Thomas Perry: Genealogy
MARSHALL (see DeGARMO)
MARTENS (see MILLER)
NUNNALLY (see TUCKER Bk 40)

ORR, James and Janet McCLEMENT Descendants
OTSTOT: A History of the Otstot(t) Family in America
OVERHOLSER (see DAILEY)

PACK/PECK/PEEK Pioneers
PECK (see PACK)
PEEK (see PACK)
PENCE Bk 9 (see NULL)
PENCE Families of America (Bk 7)
PFEIFER (see KISLING Bk 31)
PIFER (see KISER)
PIRKEY (see KISER)
PLEASANTS and Allied Families
POLING (see WILSON Family)
POLING Family, History and Genealogy of the (Hardback copy)
POLING Family, History and Genealogy of the (Soft copy)
POWNALL, Reuben and Maria
PRICE Family History
PRINGLE Family History
PUCKETT (see TUCKER Bk 40)
PUDERBAUGH (see PUTERBAUGH)
PUTERBAUGH/BUTTERBAUGH/PUDERBAUGH

QUICK, John and Susannah LODER

RAMEY Ramblings Newsletters
RANDOLPHs of Virginia
RANKIN Tercentenary
RAWLINGS, Stephen and Elizabeth TYPER
RAY (see McNERNEY)
REID Family History
REINHEIMER (see Anderson Ancestral Charts)
REINWALD, Lewis Emil and Daisy Maude LITTLETON
REINWALD, Lewis Emil and Daisy Maude LITTLETON Genealogy
RENWICKs of Clark Co. Ohio
REPLOGLE/REPROGLE Genealogy
REYNOLDS and SHAW Families (Bk 42)
REYNOLDS, Roxanne (see WOMACKS, Terry Bk 62)
RHEIDENHOUR (see MILLER)
RHOADS (see RICKEY)
RHODES (see CRABILL, David)
RICKEY/SWAZEY/MOBLEY Families (Bk 1)
RIDENOUR, Adam and Magdalene MUNCH
RIGGS Family Tree, Branches of a
RITTENHOUSE Family
ROBINSON (see BARRON)
ROBISON Family History
ROESSLER (see MILLER)
ROGER/ROGERS, The Caissy Family in Louisiana
ROGERS (see DALLAS)
ROHRBACH Genealogy
ROLLER (see GAINES)
ROPP (see WALTMAN)
ROSS, William, The Descendants of
ROUSE (see TUCKER Bk 40)
RYAN (see KISER; KNISLEY Bk 33)

SAEGER (see SAGER)
SAGER/SAYGER/SAEGER Family in America
SATTERTHWAITE (see BARRON)
SAVILLE Family in America
SAYGER (see SAGER)
SCHAEFER (see BALZER)
SCHATZEL (see BALZER)
SCHMID (see FLATH)
SCHMIDT/SMITH
SCHMIDT (see FLATH)
SCHOOLEY: Trail of Our Fathers
SCHULER-BOBENMYER Clan-Book
SCHWANGERS, SWANGERS and SWONGERS in America (Filed under SWANGERs)
SHANHOLTZER History and Allied Family Roots
SHAUL Family History
SHAW (see REYNOLDS)
SHELLABARGER (see BAKER: A Family Record)
SHERMAN (see TRENT Bk 6)
SHOOP (see KNISLEY Bk 33)
SHOUVLIN Family
SINGER Family Tree
SINGER, Dorothy Louise BALZER (Ancestral Chart)
SINTZ, George
SKILLINGS, Lewis and Descendants
SMALLWOOD Family Branches
SMITH (see FLATH; SCHMID)
SMITH, Nathaniel of Vermont
SPEAKMAN, Andrew Lewis
SPEARS (see MILLER)
SPOTTS, Jacob and KISER, Anna Maria (Bk 20)
STAFFORD Families
STAUFFER (see STOVER)
STEADWELL/STEDWELL/STUDWELL
STEEL, Harry and Ada (HOKE) Families
STEEL, John
STEINBERGER (see CRABILL, David)
STEPHENVSON-STEVENSON
STEPP (see RICKEY)
STERRETT, Stewart Family Tree
STETSON (see ANDERSON Ancestral Charts)
STEVENS Families of Nova Scotia
STEVENS Family Papers
STEVENS/STEPHENS/STEVenson/STEPHENSON Newsletters
STEVENSON and ANDERSON Families
STILWELL/STILWELL
STILWELL/STILWELL Family
STILWELL/STILWELL Newsletters
STILWELL/STILWELL Newsletters
STOVER/STAUFFER Connection
STRATMAN (see MILLER)
STRITCH, Henry
STROHL, Christian History (Bk 41)
STROLE, Elizabeth and Christian (Bk 2)
STURTEVANT, Samuel: Descendants of
SWANGER/WILLIAMS, Easter Egg Hunt
SWANGO Family
SWARTZBAUGH Family Tree Book

TAYLOR, John Henry, Jr.
THOMAS, Sylvester Arthur and CALLISON, Bessie Dell (2 vols)
THOROMAN (see EVANS)
THUMA, John and HOLLINGER, Catherine Book
TODD, James and Elizabeth
TRENT/COX/BRANCH/SHERMAN/HUTCHINS/ALLEN/BROADWAY (Bk 6)
TRIMBLE (see BARRON)
TROBAUGH/MILTENBERGER (Bk 45)
TUCKER/MORRIS/WOMACK/PUCKETT/GREATHOUSE/JACOBS/INSKEEP/
ROUSE/CRAWFORD/NUNNALLY (Bk 40)

VANDERVOORT, Michael Paulus (2 copies)
VANDEVENTER, Peter: Descendants of
VONHUBEN, Daniel
VANKOUWENHOVEN-CONOVER: Tidings
VANNORDEN, Pieter and the WYCKOFFs
VANZANDT Record Index

WACHTER Family Genealogy
WADE, Benjamin Letters
WADES, History of a Family
WALTMAN, John (WALTMAN/ROPP Family)
WARD (see CORY)
WEAVER, Christopher (see DAILEY)
WEAVER, Henry family
WEAVER, William
WELDEN, Markt
WELSH, Ardis Jean ESTEP and Related Families (4 vols)
WELSH Family History
WERNER Family History: Ancestral Voices
WHIPPLE, Matthew
WHITAKER (see McDONALD)
WHITAKER Family of Baltimore County Maryland
WHITE, Fisher: History of the Descendants
WHITELEY, Joseph, Sr. and His Descendants in America
WHITRIDGE/WHITTREDGE Families of Clark County
WILSON (see GRAHAM)
WILSON Family Cemetery
WILSON Family Cemetery Revised
WILSON Family Group Sheets
WILSON, William Sr. Family
WILSON, William: Descendants of
WINCHELL (see KNISLEY Bk 33)
WISE (see KISER; KISLING; KNISLEY Bk 33)
WITWER Genealogy
WOLF-KINDEL-KERSHNER
WOLFE (see LOFTIS)
WOMACK (see TUCKER Bk 40)
WOMACK, John (Vol 59)
WOMACK, William: The Immigrant (Vol 61)
WOMACKS, Amos (Vol 69)
WOMACKS, David (Vol 68)
WOMACKS Family Deeds (Vol 65)
WOMACKS, Floyd (Vol 66)
WOMACKS, Lemuel/Nancy STEVENS (Vol 63)
WOMACKS, Peter Family (Vol 67)
WOMACKS, Terry/REYNOLDS, Roxanna (Vol 62)
WOMACKS, William (Vol 60)
WOMACKS, William: The Immigrant (Vol 64)
WOMACKS/INSKEEP Family Genealogy (Vol 58)
WRIGHT Book of Ancestry Sheets
WYCKOFF (see VANNORDEN)

YEAZELL (see CRABILL Genealogical Notes)

ZIMMERMAN (see CRABILL Genealogical Notes)
ZIRKLE, Conrad (see DAILEY)
ZIRKLE Branches 1725-1978
ZIRKLE Family Newsletters